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Sacredspace
Be Joyful

To become a joyful human
being is the best thing that you

can do for yourself and all
around you. Especially when
anger, hatred and intolerance

are rearing their heads in 
hideous ways, joyful human

beings are the only insurance. 
Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev

In a big move before the 2019 general election, the Narendra Modi
government has approved 10% reservation for the economically
backward in government jobs and education aimed at upper 

castes. Government now plans to move a Constitution amendment
bill in Parliament to actualise the new quota which is being packaged
as a pro-poor initiative. However, according to early reports people
with an annual income of Rs 8 lakh, agriculture land below five 
acres, possessing a residential home below 1,000 sq ft and other
similar criteria will all qualify for the new quota.

While the attempt to make economic backwardness the primary cri-
teria for reservations is a worthy project, the haste behind the move is
questionable. That government is planning to introduce the Constitution
amendment bill today, the last day of the winter session of Parliament,

reeks of political desperation. With only
the budget session of Parliament left,
and given that a Constitution amend-
ment bill requires two-thirds support
of both Houses of Parliament and
ratification by 50% of the states, the 
Modi government literally has no time
to actualise its quota promise. If it were
really serious, it should have initiated
the move much earlier in its tenure.

Second is the matter of the Constitu-
tion amendment itself, which is 
necessitated by the fact that the new

quota will breach the 50% limit set by the Supreme Court. It will also be
recalled that the erstwhile PV Narasimha Rao government had tried
giving reservation based on economic criteria in 1991. But it was set
aside by the apex court. In fact, even newer reservation demands 
including those from the Marathas in Maharashtra and Patidars in
Gujarat have run into the 50% wall. Thus, there’s no guarantee that
government’s latest quota move will pass judicial scrutiny.

Taken together, it appears that BJP is desperate to make up after
losing three big assembly polls in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan 
and Chhattisgarh. Promising quota benefits for economically 
backward upper castes sends a political signal to this constituency.
But it also betrays the fact that the Modi government has failed on 
the jobs front. With the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy 
calculating 11 million job losses last year, the economic situation 
remains dire. And given the limited number of government jobs, 
quotas are like balloons – they are bound to pop another place if
squeezed too hard in one place. Better ideas are awaited.

Quota Rush 
Reservation for poor upper castes 

is likely to end up as a pre-poll jumla 

Have you ever been cross-talked over? It happens when you 
are sitting in between two people in the car for example, and 
suddenly they discover they speak the same language or are from
the same region and bingo, you are now run over by a two-way
traffic of words that you do not understand because they have
dealt you out so completely that you don’t count.

It happened to me on a low budget airline and seat 10A and 10C discovered they 
were both from Odisha and that put 10B (yours truly) literally in the middle and better
believe it, 10C asked if I could take his aisle seat and he could take my prisoner seat.

Has it ever happened to you in the movies when you go in a group and then the left
of you and the right of you strike up a conversation smack, right dab in the middleof
the theatre and you are helpless as they babble on. They are committed to under-
cutting you with a better idea, a funnier joke, a more dramatic story and the manner
in which they kill your effort is so arbitrary they might as well say, borrrinnng.

Like you are chatting pleasantly at a party discussing matters of great import
when Neel and Meetu are introduced and they discover they are both from Kal 

and isn’t that terrific and the switch from English to Bengali takes a 
microsecond and the fact that you got them together is washed away in
the torrent of exchanges. Hello, I am still here, I do not understand a
word of what you are saying, yoo hoo, remember me?

Then you have the chronic interrupters who ride roughshod over you and you
find this is the third time you are saying, please let me finish except the ‘please’ is
redundant. Because they are not going to listen, no way, and they have to recall
common friends and you just sit there like a dummy. The worst is when two old
chums or classmates catch up with each other and it can happen at a party or
they happen to be passing through your city and must get together and that’s
there, there goes the evening in a bathtub.

My wife’s colleague from college spent two days with us and the two husbands
couldn’t get a word in edgeways. Remember this, remember that, wonder what 
happened to Shamita, lost touch with her, so you know maths teacher Mrs Daniels is
still there, guess what Rehana broke up after thirty years of marriage, that was sad.

Not as sad as these two guys sitting here being hit by your sweeping nostalgia
ladies.

Caught in the middle

Bikram Vohra

When cross talkers cross you out with 
a two way torrent of words

On the bucket list of
every Indian cricket 
lover, Test series wins
away from home against
Australia and South
Africa were permanent

items. There were times, especially
against Australia, when the box was on
the verge of being ticked. But like water
running through fingers, the chances
slipped away. This time, finally, captain
Kohli and his determined, methodical
men have accomplished the elusive
Down Under. India couldn’t have hoped
for a better New Year’s gift.

A 3-1 result would have been a more
accurate depiction of India dominating
the series, especially the last two Tests.
But 2-1is fine too. Now only South Africa
remains in the bucket list. India is
world’s No. 1 Test team in the ICC 
rankings. Without away series wins
against the stronger countries, the 
ranking lacked real lustre. In 2018, 
India battled hard and intense in South
Africa and England only to finish 
second-best on both occasions. The 
pounding of Australia, current world
no 5 but always difficult to beat at home,
brings more worth to India’s rank.

Fans of a certain vintage would 
appreciate the triumph more. An 
Australian tour always meant setting
the alarm to listen to the radio 
commentary on cold winter mornings,
listening to parents wonder why one 
couldn’t show such unfailing devotion
to studies. This is overcoming decades
of disappointments and near-misses. 

India’s first cricket tour to Australia
goes back to 1947-48, just a couple of
months after Independence, but the
first sniff of a series win came only in
1977-78. That was against a second-string
Australian side, sans the Chappell
brothers, paceman Dennis Lillee and
many others who had opted for media
mogul Kerry Packer’s rebel World 
Series Cricket. Australian Cricket 
Board had to pull out the moth-balled
Bob Simpson, then 41, to skipper the 
side. Six Aussies made their debut in
the opening Brisbane Test. India, led 
by ace left-arm spinner Bishan Singh

Bedi, had the likes of Gavaskar, 
Vishwanath, Mohinder Amarnath,
Kirmani, Chandrasekhar and Prasanna.
Three of them, the buzz went, had 
rejected Packer offers. But the home 
side took the tightly contested series
3-2. With a bit of luck, India could have
won 3-2, 4-1, even 5-0. 

Australia escaped again in 1985-86.
The three-Test series ended 0-0 but it 
could easily have been 2-0 in India’s 
favour. A combination of rain, woeful
catching, snail paced batting and 
umpiring howlers robbed Kapil Dev
and company of a victory in Melbourne.
“Skipper Border himself conceded at
the end that Australia had the luck of
the umpiring decisions,” wrote Sunder
Rajan in his match report for The 
Times of India.

India were 59/2 after 25 overs 
when rain stopped play following tea
on the final day. “India were also in no
great hurry when they began their 
second innings, needing 126. Their
approach was inexcusable as it was
cloudy from the start and showers or

thundershowers had been forecast in
the afternoon,” he wrote. Gavaskar
scored 8 off 54 balls, Mohinder was 
unbeaten on 3 off 27.

In the third and final Test too in 
Sydney, India forced Australia to follow
on but were unable to land the winning
punch. Sourav Ganguly’s Team India
was also denied a series victory in 
2003-04 against the formidable Austra-
lian side led by Steve Waugh. In the 
final Test at Sydney, also Waugh’s 
farewell game, India had Australia on
the ropes for most of the game but were
unable to finish the deal.

Kohli’s men have ended a 71year wait.
The failure of India’s famed batting,
with the exception of Kohli, was key to

India’s losses against South Africa and
England last year. In Australia, Pujara
became India’s batting fulcrum while
others, including Kohli, played 
support. Often, the 30-year-old from
Rajkot had been subpar abroad; in 
South Africa he averaged 16.66. He 
rectified that anomaly in his resume 
in Kangaroo land. His runs were the
difference between the two sides. 

Mayank Agarwal was thrust into
the spotlight by kismet. He was flown in
only because both regular openers had
failed and the third, Prithvi Shaw, had
returned home following an ankle injury.
But the opener’s positive approach,
especially against spinner Nathan 
Lyon, helped India rediscover its mojo.
Hanuma Vihari is more than his runs
suggest. If he gets half as many 
chances as Rohit Sharma, Vihari could
evolve into a rounded and reliable
middle order Test bat. His off breaks
are a bonus. India has found a star in
batsman-wicketkeeper Rishabh Pant.
When fans start writing ditties about
you, that’s what it means.

But it is the pace attack’s depth and
bite that is driving Team India ahead.
When a master of swing and seam like
Bhuvneshwar Kumar stays on the bench,
it only underlines the abundance of
riches. Remember, Bhuvi was India’s
player of the match in India’s lone 
Test win against South Africa in 
Johannesburg last January, performing
with both bat and ball. In Australia,
Bumrah and Shami were the strike
bowlers with the rich hauls. But the 
tireless Ishant Sharma too played his
part. The speed guns have hunted in a
pack. Shami was the highest wicket 
taker in South Africa, Ishant in 
England and Bumrah in Australia.

This also marks the coming of
age of Kohli as the Test captain. As 
Michael Clarke, the most insightful of
commentators, pointed out – he was
tactically superior to Australia’s Tim
Paine. This isn’t a perfect, fully settled
team. But it has the seeds of a world 
beating unit, captained by a combative
leader whose hunger for victories 
seems limitless. India’s Test future 
looks as assured as Cheteshwar 
Pujara at the crease.

Kohli & Co’s New Year Gift
Fans of a certain vintage will savour India’s cricket triumph in Australia even more

Avijit.Ghosh@timesgroup.com

A 3-1 result would have been
a more accurate depiction of
India dominating the series,
especially the last two Tests.
But 2-1 is fine too

The outpouring of pseudoscience at successive Indian Science
Congresses in recent years invites international embarrass-
ment for the country. The ISC is in its 106th year, but it is a sign of

slipping standards that papers and speakers propagating myths and
scientific falsehoods have edged past peer reviews and found platforms
to make themselves a laughing stock. A vice-chancellor was certain
that the hundred Kauravas had to be test tube babies while another
speaker confidently rejected Newton’s gravity, Einstein’s relativity,
and Hawking’s black holes without offering any proof thereof.

With anger brewing K VijayRaghavan,
government’s principal scientific adviser, 
pointed finger at a larger problem. “The go-
rillas that really deserve to be in the #pseudo-
science bin are huge, numerous and freely
roaming the landscape,” VijayRaghavan
wrote, about the widespread prevalence of
such thinking endangering public policy.
The resort to revivalism is unfortunate: 
until the mid-1990s, India matched or 

outperformed China in peer reviewed research papers in science and
engineering. But a 2018 report by US National Science Foundation
found that in 2016 China produced nearly four times more research 
papers than India in science and engineering and that China produced
more engineering articles than even US and European Union in 2016.

While developing country inventors accounted for less than 1% of
total US patents granted in 2000, by 2016 China accounted for 4% of all 
US patents granted. Rather than catching up, the defeatist mentality 
of harking back to myth is quietly taking over in India. These pseudo-
scientists must be weeded out from academia and government must 
offer better incentives to reverse brain drain. With the coming fourth
industrial revolution, scientific and technological prowess will be the
primary determinant of which country does well and which one lags. In
an increasingly technology mediated world India is falling far behind.

Faith As Science
The mythological science peddled at ISC

puts even science fiction to shame

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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A thought for today

Becoming a true individual is a
long process and requires
considerable effort: it is about

becoming an authentic human being. If
we make no effort, we become slaves to
conditioning; we go through our
lives half-asleep and slide down into
darkness and ignorance. The work
begins through the ego, which is why so
much effort has to be applied. It must be
done consciously and the individual
opens the ego to change, simultaneous
to constructing this individuality. 
It is the first stage of yoga. In Sri 
Aurobindo’s words, “He has to work by
means of the lower Nature, but aided
more and more from above.”

The usual human being is like a
caged animal, tethered to the past 
and a creature of habit that remains
enslaved by the routines and motions of
ordinary life, a victim of societal and

environmental conditioning. The
process begins from birth and during
adulthood it becomes more complicit in
building its own dungeon.

The reason for this is false identifica-
tion. The human being is immersed in
what are only his instruments: mind,
life and body. He loses his true
identity. This only reduces 
the effectiveness of the 
instruments themselves! The
innate divinity gets shielded
from our gaze and a thick crust
proceeds and covers our true
nature. We identify ourselves
with the body and personality.
But the conscious individual,
however, centres his entire
being in the Truth. It is not
something that can be put into
words. It is not really a list of attributes
and qualities. One just ‘is’ and automati-
cally knows when any action or thought
is out of resonance. It is a spontaneous

to give ourselves to this Force. If we
remain open, it can go right down to the
deepest cells of our body. Initially it
works behind the scenes but as soon as
we consciously experience its workings,
its effect can be one of alchemy.

There is a process of inner
alignment. We consciously watch our
internal movements and gradually
everything aligns. It is by a progressive
harmony that a true individual is
created. Individuality needs to be
cemented and harmony is the glue that
holds it all together. As the harmony
becomes more perfect, a truer integer
evolves. The aim is wholeness and this
takes great persistence. Finally though,
when this construction of will and effort
is cemented, and it is surrendered to the
Divine, no ego remains. This is the
culmination of the Integral Yoga.

The writer is coordinating editor of
NAMAH, the Journal of Integral Health,
Puducherry

condition. It is the connection 
inside which facilitates this: there is
something very true within and it is
only this consciousness that can steer
us back to our genuine source.

But humanity is conditioned into a
herd mentality so it takes strength and

courage to break free of the
pack for the pack evokes safety
and compromise. As long as
one stays within the tramlines,
one gets the accustomed 
benefits of the ordinary life.
But it is this false notion which
must first be shed if one aims
to become an authentic human
being. The true individual is
and if one can recognise
this, even for a few seconds, 
the momentum will be 

entirely reversed.
Amid the effort, there is a 

descending Force at work, moulding the
personality into an individual. We need

Becoming An Authentic Human Being
James Anderson
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Take time for all things: great haste
makes great waste
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Graded 
Response 
Action Plan
(GRAP) is the
guiding princi-
ple for air 

pollution management for 
Delhi and NCR, pioneered by
the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB) and implemented
by Environmental Pollution
(Prevention & Control) Authority
(EPCA). Since so many Indian
cities rank among the worst in
the world on air pollution, we
need to analyse GRAP for its 
effectiveness.

What do we learn from
GRAP’s implementation from
January 2017 onward? First of
all, GRAP kicks in only when
pollution is moderate to poor 
instead of starting when the air
is good or satisfactory, perhaps
because it is an emergency
plan. Since the plan only kicks
in at moderate to poor levels, it
is indirectly assumed that it is
fine to pollute up to that level,
which is of course reached as a
default! As a result, in 2018 Delhi
had 5 good pollution days, 66
moderate, 145 poor, 57 very poor
and 92 severe days.

We need, however, to start
with zero tolerance for air pollu-

tion and examine any and every
activity that disturbs it – just as
we exercise and eat well when
we are healthy and not wait till
we get sick. This is the major
change we need to bring in.

For example, when AQI is
moderate to poor, GRAP suggests
10 actions: Stop garbage 
burning and impose fine; 
enforce regulations on brick
kilns; enforce pollution control
on power plants; periodic 
mechanised sweeping on roads
with heavy traffic and water
sprinkling on unpaved roads;
vigilance for visible emissions

and enforcing pollution under
control (PUC) norms; dust 
control in construction activities;
deploy traffic police for smooth
traffic flow; enforce Supreme
Court order to allow entry of
trucks registered only after
2005; enforce ban on firecrackers;
water fly ash ponds every two
days in summer.

Nearly seven of these 

activities already have regula-
tions in place. But the words
“strictly enforce” or “ensure 
regulations”, “increase vigi-
lance” suggest that these are
not really meant to be followed
in normal conditions. For 
example, why should garbage
be burnt at all even when the air
is good? Is the activity forbidden
or not? This needs to be clarified.
When pollution reaches severe
levels, GRAP suggests stopping
power plants, brick kilns, etc.
Owners suffer losses for stopping
and starting, or not operating
such plants and industries.
Their economic viability is
compromised anyway and they
may as well start with the right

Protection Agency (USEPA)
has more than 15,000 staff and a
budget of $8 billion. CPCB is
struggling with 500 persons and
$15 million budget for a much
larger population. We should
create a separate budget line for
air pollution management in
every budget; Centre, state, city
and even districts and go down
more because pollution levels
are high almost the year around
everywhere.

We can learn now from
GRAP implementation in Delhi
NCR so far and improve upon it
step by step as this process 
requires “learning by doing”.
This could be useful for another
102 cities as well. There are no
foolproof solutions and each 
city would have to identify its
own sources and measures. 

GRAP could be re-graded by
shifting actions two or three
steps earlier. Capable staff for
monitoring and management
could be created by an environ-
mental cadre that is trained and
knows what to do in which 
situation and how to address 
environmental problems in a
holistic manner. Most of all, we
need aware and alert citizens
willing to follow the rules. 

The writer is Executive Director
of Integrated Research and Action
for Development (IRADe)

technology knowing what the
rules are and what it will cost. 

To encourage investment in
alternative technology, it is 
necessary to insist on the right
type of activities from the 
inception itself at the time of
registration. Acting only when
there is an emergency has 
enormous costs and poor 
results. We need to get used to the
idea that clean air is not free if
we wish to grow at a rapid scale.

Yes, to be serious about air
quality we will also require 
adequate funds, capable institu-
tions and skilled manpower
who operate with a keen sense
of their responsibilities. For 
example, the US Environmental

GRAP only kicks in during air pollution emergency.
We need anti-pollution measures at other times too

Jyoti K Parikh

For example, why should
garbage be burnt at all
even when the air is
good? Is the activity
forbidden or not?
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